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Plant and Animal Relationships 
Textbook section IXL skills

Chapter 1:  Why aren't new chalta trees growing in
the Bengal Tiger Reserve?

1. Read and construct flowering plant life cycle
diagrams   UML

Also consider
• Identify plants and animals   U7K

• Identify mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, and
amphibians   BX5

• Identify animals with and without
backbones   G9X

• Observe traits   C96

• Observe and compare traits   RTT

• Introduction to adaptations   D9D

Chapter 2:  Why aren't the chalta seeds getting
what they need to grow?

1. Classify fruits and vegetables as plant
parts   XMU

2. Identify plant parts and their functions   KDK

Chapter 3:  Why aren't the chalta seeds getting to
places where they can grow?

1. Seed disperser: Eurasian red squirrel   WVX

2. Seed disperser: African elephant   HY8

3. Pollinator: ruby-throated hummingbird   UBC

4. Pollinator: Indian flying fox   VMK

5. Pollinator: painted lady butterfly   X7R

Chapter 4:  How are other seeds in the reserve able
to get to places where they can grow?

1. Seed disperser: common ostrich   KMX

2. How do flowering plants make new plants?   2CK
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Properties of Materials 
Textbook section IXL skills

Chapter 1:  How can you make a sticky glue? 1. Identify properties of an object   56B

2. Compare properties of objects   59L

3. Compare properties of materials   23V

4. Identify materials in objects   P97

5. Identify multiple materials in objects   MUY

6. Identify mixtures   NCC

Chapter 2:  Can heating an ingredient make a
better glue?

1. Classify matter as solid or liquid   QJK

2. Identify solids and liquids   5QF

3. Change-of-state diagrams: solid and liquid   NJ6

4. Heating, cooling, and changes of state: melting
and freezing   8B4

5. Identify physical and chemical changes   22J

Also consider
• Classify matter as solid, liquid, or gas   XTG

• Identify solids, liquids, and gases   X8A

• Sort solids, liquids, and gases   ADN

• Change-of-state diagrams: liquid and gas   K5C

• Change-of-state diagrams: solid, liquid, and
gas   WCW

• Heating, cooling, and changes of state:
vaporizing and condensing   R2V

Chapter 3:  What ingredients can be used to make
a glue that is sticky and strong?

Chapter 4:  What is the glue recipe that best meets
our design goals?
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Changing Landforms 
Textbook section IXL skills

Chapter 1:  How did the edge of the cliff get to be
so close to the flagpole?

1. Classify rocks and minerals by color and
shape   6C9

Chapter 2:  How did the recreation center's cliff
change?

1. Changes to Earth's surface: erosion   DBK

Also consider
• Classify changes to Earth's surface   DCZ

• Find evidence of changes to Earth's surface   GYZ

• Changes to Earth's surface: earthquakes   T5U

• Changes to Earth's surface: volcanic
eruptions   CQ7

Chapter 3:  How did the recreation center's cliff
erode without the director noticing?

1. Water on Earth   YDW

Chapter 4:  Could the recreation center's cliff erode
quickly?
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